Highlighting Mosaic's Off-Site Counseling program for youth and adolescents

#GivingTuesday matters to Mosaic
This year, Mosaic will be participating in Giving Tuesday, a global day of giving fueled by
the power of social media and collaboration.
#GivingTuesday kicks off the charitable season.
Mosaic will use #GivingTuesday as an
opportunity to share stories about its
Offsite Counseling Program, which
provides therapy to children and
adolescents with mental illness. The
OSC program brings the counselors to
the kids-in schools, at home, even to
summer camp.
Donations made for #GivingTuesday will support Mosaic's Offsite Counseling Program.
Look forward to e-bulletins throughout November, leading up to #GivingTuesday. Please
share Mosaic's stories with your friends, family members, and social media followers. The
more people who know Mosaic's stories, the greater impact your gift will have.

Reflecting on a summer's bounty
The campus of Mosaic's Catonsville PRP exploded with flowers, herbs, and vegetables
this summer, overflowing from gardens planned, planted, and maintained by a group of
dedicated gardeners. Originally conceptualized to provide a creative and active outlet for
clients who are trying to quit smoking, the garden has become a centerpiece of
Catonsville's campus and an opportunity for everyone to test out their green thumbs.
Programs's like Catonsville's garden are supported by Mosaic's CORE Fund. To DONATE to
support this and similar social and recreational programs, CLICK HERE.

Why do you give? Help us understand.
Mosaic Community Services depends on donors like you to make sure we can focus our
attention on our clients and their recovery. We want to make sure we are doing
everything we can to satisfy your expectations of us. Please take a minute to provide us
feedback, so we are better able to honor you, our donors, and your expectations.
Take the survey

Support Mosaic when you
shop!
Mosaic Community Services
Make Mosaic your charity of
partners with PNC Bank on
choice on smile.amazon.com
gifts of stock.
DWT Code: 2616
Account Number:
21460013612424

Donate to Mosaic or create
your own fundraiser.

A Special THANK YOU to Mosaic's Corporate Sponsors

Mosaic Community Services is part of the Sheppard Pratt Health System
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